WELCOME TO A MICROWAVE ROAD EVENT
5G & Over The Air Testing

PROGRAM
16.00–16.30  Registration and Coffee
16.30–16.40  Introduction of MWR
16.40–17.00  Mats Högberg, Huawei “5G and why do we need Over The Air requirements”
17.00–17.30  Wei Fan, Aalborg University “Over-the-air radiated performance testing of 5G radios”
17.30–17.40  Coffee break
17.40–18.10  Bengt Svensson, Saab “Antenna measurement challenges at Saab”
18.10–18.40  Klas Arvidsson, Bluetest “OTA Reverberation chamber opportunities”
19.10–21.00  Beverage, food and continuation with Over The Air discussions

Date: 31st January 2018
Time: 16.00–21.00 pm
Where: Provinn, Kvarnbergsgatan 2
R.S.V.P.: 24th January 2018
Registration: mats.hogberg@huawei.com
Parking: Nordstan or The Opera House